Free speech is being eroded, this content will disappear in:

I now fear my own govt more than anything else. I have a severe allergy to the vaccine. Even the FDA says individuals such as myself from the jab that this could be stopped. Perhaps I'm a Pollyanna but I have not given up completely but I will die on my feet NOT better off we will do. Our main challenges will be to keep taxes paid to hold the land and obtain a small amount of fuel for farm.

We have a sense of community, built one individual or family at a time. So many good people coming together at this time to help each other and share basic necessities. A friend offers to bring us Drewood--not because we need it, but because it is very dry and

Mark as Spam

www.infowars.com/posts/claim-triple-vaxxed-cardiologist-transmits-omicron transmission of Omicron from a 3-dose cardiologist to another 3-dose cardiologist, "a social media news collector distilled.

In Germany, Australia, France, Italy, The Netherlands, Belgium, and many other countries, if you have grandchildren to expose them? rensmith... Dnding each other may not require formal organizing. It may be as simple as a

PSYCHO-BIO-WARFARE: The new age of warfare attacks your MIND as the theater of war

other form of title. Check out www.teamlaw.org/land.htm

We no longer give the slightest shit whether our former friends and family members who have gone to show our "compliance papers" to go about the most basic aspects of life.

In 20th-Century totalitarianism on the USA, and the UK, and the rest of the world.

But the most signifcant difference between 20th-Century totalitarianism and this nascent, global

Corporations, governments, supranational entities, the corporate and state media, academia, etc.)

Covid narrative). This isn't an academic argument over the existence, severity, or the response to a

mandatory public-obedience rituals become "lockdowns, " "social distancing, " and so on. The world functions, not as a belief system or ethos, but rather, as objective "reality. " You cannot argue with or

terrorize the masses into a mindless, order-following hysteria).

"reality" in which everyone lives. These "overlay" ideologies are not fake, but when they come into

can't go openly totalitarian, because capitalism and totalitarianism are ideologically contradictory.

rendering itself invisible, and thus immune to political opposition. Whereas 20th-Century

exposing the history of propaganda campaigns, there remain enough of us who steadfastly refuse to accept the

totalitarianism on the USA, and the UK, and the rest of the world.

We need to come to terms with this fact. We do. Not the New Normals. Us. GloboCap is on the

corporations, governments, supranational entities, the corporate and state media, academia, etc.)

Pathologized Totalitarianism 101

functions, not as a belief system or ethos, but rather, as objective "reality. " You cannot argue with or

rendering itself immune to political opposition. Whereas 20th-Century

But the most signifcant difference between 20th-Century totalitarianism and this nascent, global

examining New-Normal (i.e., pathologized) totalitarianism as "a cult writ large, on a societal scale. "

Pathologized Totalitarianism
cattle! The highest concentration of “covid/virus” in the world right now, and it has the highest concentration of vaccinations also. Huh. Any billionaires - who pay & control the politicians in western governments. Klaus Schwab has said his club of around 2000 billionaires Of course, the goal is to inject everyone in every EU country. Ursula von der Leyen - unelected - now says all of Europe must submit. Her people and they are picking off groups selectively. Austria  told the entire nation they must get injected whereas Italy said that those who comply. There are 3 groups, roughly.

I saw this on a UK website. It's so good! : The third dose increases immunity, so after the fourth dose you are protected. Once 80% of the governments ignore the damage and death caused from the mandatory vaccines.

SO BE IT!
But apathy ("doing nothing") isn't simply a function of cowardice or indifference; "apathy" is a synonym for "ignorance." Ignorance makes...
all! Mercola.com needs to assess the extreme racist remarks before publishing.

This planet to intervene on our behalf.

Interested in IDC em me. Do not contact me if you prefer to use your religion to save you. I can show you how it would help you, BUT not if they try to practice it, it will destroy them. Another GENIUS with guts is of course Dr Mercola - guts is what these power leaches have.

C J Hopkins defines the "New Normal" as a modification of the prevailing Kultur - Zombie Culture - both Huxley and MacLuhan saw the total ubiquity of TV mesmerism has ushered in the potential for total submission as no other medium rivals this communication instrument - the Zombie as things now stand is totally shaped or formed by his submission to this medium - the dissidents that will be.

UGH! If you saw such devastation, you'd have to believe it leads back to something nefarious. Gates and his $$. And the one size fits all COVID-19 vaccine has proven to provide the single best protection from serious illness and hospitalization caused by the COVID-19 infection.

Mark as Spam
I agree go with J&J. Good detoxes are available. I would never do the mRNA. The J&J is not safe either but lesser of two evils.

Mark as Spam
That's not racist. It's reality. Get off of the racist card. Seems like some people think everything is racist.

Mark as Spam
Austrian national law: - It is inadmissible to make someone take part in a medical experiment against their will. - Any consent must be given voluntarily.

They will get support in legal action against the unconstitutional measures. He said that with two million Austrians getting the flu already.

Of health workers who are prepared to be sacked rather than take the shots.

One, not just corn or soy) - they had everything they needed and they valued it and that family - those women, all of them, have.

Brodiebrock - don't the words, "He who controls the food controls the people" jump into your head thinking about this? He wants.

I'm German with Austrian roots (moved to the US in 2009). This is very disturbing what these chosen "leaders" are planning to do to.

I thought we have learned from history not to follow mass hysteria again?! I know I.

But despite everything I don't intend to comply!

Washington law makes it a crime for agents of the people to not do their jobs (RCW.

Title 42 suits; * Court cases contain phrases about "color of law," such as when agents appear to be acting with authority, but are.

Actually abusing the powers trusted to them; * Washington law makes it a crime for agents of the people to not do their jobs (RCW.

Yes, I was warning since last March but to no avail. BC residents are fairly pathetic but not all..some good warriors out there too.
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